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ABSTRACT

In sensor networks, nodes may malfunction due to the
hostile environment. Therefore, dealing with node fail-
ure is a very important research issue. In this paper, we
study distributed cooperative failure detection techniques.
In the proposed techniques, the nodes around a suspected
node collaborate with each other to reach an agreement on
whether the suspect is faulty or malicious. We first formal-
ize the problem as how to construct a dominating tree to
cover all the neighbors of the suspect and give the lower
bound of the message complexity. Two tree-based propa-
gation collection protocols are proposed to construct dom-
inating trees and collect information via the tree structure.
Instead of using the traditional flooding technique, we pro-
pose a coverage-based heuristic to improve the system per-
formance. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show
that the heuristic can help achieve a higher tree coverage
with lower message complexity, lower delay and lower en-
ergy consumption.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems
technology, wireless communications and digital electron-
ics have enabled the development of low-cost, low-power
and multi-functional sensor nodes. These tiny nodes, which
consist of sensing, data processing, and communicating
components, further leverage the concept of sensor net-
works [2],in which a large number of sensor nodes collab-
orate to monitor certain environment. Sensor networks rep-
resent a significant improvement over traditional sensors.
They are broadly deployed in many military and civil ap-
plications, such as target tracking, surveillance and security
management. The massive deployment of sensor networks
and their potential applications in a variety of fields have
made sensor networks a hot research topic. The relatively
large number of nodes, the limited bandwidth available for
inter-sensor communication, and the limited battery power
on each of the sensor nodes make the design and implemen-
tation of sensor networks very complicated and intriguing.
In the past years, most researchers have focused their work
on energy-efficient MAC protocol [16], data-centric routing
and data aggregation [3], [1], scalable hierarchical routing
[7], location management and geography informed routing

[4], [15]. However, there are still many other research is-
sues to be addressed. Compared with the expensive and re-
chargeable laptops in ad hoc networks, the sensor nodes are
more likely to have problems or die out, and the sensor net-
works are difficult to manage because of their deployment
environment. Thus, how to deal with failures is a very im-
portant research issue.

In sensor networks, each sensor node may have two tasks.
One is to collect sensing data; the other is to route the data
of other nodes to the data center. According to these two
tasks, there are two kinds of failures in sensor networks.
(1) Node failure: the sensor nodes do not work properly
or the sensor nodes maliciously send out wrong data. For
example, the sensors may not report the occurrence of an
event when monitoring the forest fire, or report wrong data
when monitoring the temperature of some field. Note that
this kind of node failure can even be a Byzantine failure. (2)
Routing misbehavior: the sensors may maliciously drop the
packets they should forward.

Many researchers [10], [5], [8] addressed node failures
with the approach of failure masking. The idea is to use re-
dundancy to tolerate some level of failures. Although the
solution can tolerate failures, the existence of failed sensors
degrade the system performance. Incorrect data reported by
faulty (or malicious) sensors reduce the accuracy and reli-
ability of the sensing data [8] even though some fault tol-
erance techniques are used. Further, routing misbehavior
cannot be addressed just by fault tolerance. Thus, failure
detection, which identifies the faulty nodes, is rather neces-
sary. Shen [14] proposed a centralized approach to detect
and identify faulty nodes. In this approach, sensor nodes
are asked to send data to a central node, which is respon-
sible for checking the data and identify faulty nodes. This
approach has large communication overhead due to propa-
gating queries and transmitting responses. The central node
may be overloaded by large communication and computa-
tion workload. Furthermore, this approach results in a large
failure detection latency, and may interfere with the normal
system operations. Shen also proposed solutions to reduce
the response implosion by sacrificing some accuracy. To
deal with routing misbehavior, Marti et al. [9] proposed
another approach. After the sender sends the packet to the
next node, it keeps listening to the media to see if the next



node really forwards the packet. Although this solution can
improve the network performance in the presence of mis-
behaving (faulty) nodes, it has some drawbacks. Asking
the sender to keep listening may consume a large amount
of power. Also, as suggested in [9], the misbehaving node
may not be able to detect some packet drops due to colli-
sions. Furthermore, misbehaving nodes can also generate
fake alerts or falsely accuse other nodes, and eventually dis-
able network operation.

To improve the detection accuracy, we propose to let the
neighbors of a faulty node coordinate to detect the prob-
lem. With the geographical adjacency, the neighbors of one
node may have overlapping sensing range with this faulty
node and may have similar observation over the detected ob-
jects. For example, in monitoring the temperature of a field,
nearby area should have similar temperature and a sudden
drop or increase of the temperature may be treated as prob-
lems. The neighbors of the node are more qualified and may
be the best ones to identify the faulty node since they can
find out the abnormality of that node, while remote nodes
cannot. Furthermore, as the communication neighbors, they
can work together to find out whether the suspected node
drops their packets maliciously, since the number of pack-
ets sent to this node plus the packets it generates should be
equal to the number of packets it sends out when the input
packets do not flush the buffer. In order for the neighbors to
identify the faulty node collaboratively, we focus on design-
ing protocols for the neighbors of the faulty node to commu-
nicate with each other. To achieve this goal, we propose two
Tree-based Propagation-Collection (TPC) protocols to col-
lect the information from all neighbors of the suspect with
low delay, low message complexity, and low energy con-
sumption. Theoretical analysis and extensive simulations
results verified that the protocols can indeed achieve good
performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents framework of distributed cooperative failure detec-
tion. Section 3 describes the a general TPC protocol, and
gives the lower bound of the message complexity. Two dis-
tributed TPC protocols are presented in Section 4. Section
5 evaluates the performance of these protocols. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. THE FRAMEWORK OF FAILURE DETECTION
In this section, we describe the framework of distributed

cooperative failure dection. To clearly define the frame-
work, we first present the assumptions.

2.1. ASSUMPTIONS

To clearly define the proposed framework of distributed
cooperative failure detection, we have following assump-
tions.

� A promiscuous mode is supported by the wireless in-
terface. When a node �� is located within a node ��’s
transmission range, �� can overhear ��’s communica-
tion.

� During the process of coordinated failure detection, no
new failure occurs and all the detectors are in good
condition. This assumption can be relaxed if there are
a large number of neighbors.

� Each node has a constant transmission power and the
transmission range is constant. We assume the two-ray
propagation model [13] for communications with a �

��

roll-off. This model has been shown to be close to the
reality in many environments. A node receiving a mes-
sage can discover the sender’s distance by measuring
the received power.

� The neighbors of the suspected node can be communi-
cated without going through the suspected node. This
assumption is valid when the sensor density is high,
and the assumption has been used in many studies [11].

2.2. THE FAILURE DETECTION FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework is only initiated when necessary
to save bandwidth and power. It has three major compo-
nents:

The first component is Failure detection without coordi-
nation. To detect routing misbehavior, a node promiscu-
ously overhears the transmission activities of its neighbors.
If the number of packets that one neighbor fails to forward
exceeds certain threshold, it becomes a suspect. To deal
with node failures, a node can overhear the data sent by its
neighbors, and compare these data with those sensed by it-
self. With some application-specific knowledge, such as the
upper-bound of the difference between the data reported by
two neighbors and the range of the absolute value may be
estimated, sensor nodes can estimate the working condition
of their neighbors.

The second component is Collecting results from dis-
tributed detection. When a node suspects that one of its
neighbors is faulty, it sends out messages to request the
opinions on the behavior of this suspected neighbor from
other neighbors of the suspect. All neighbors send back
their opinions in response to the request. In the paper,
the node to initiate the data collection is referred to as the
�������������. The suspected node is referred to as the
���	
������. Any other node is referred to as a co-detector
����.

The third component is Diagnosis and notification of the
diagnosis result. After collecting the detection results from
all co-detectors, the initiator proceeds on the result to diag-
nose whether the suspect has a fault. The process depends
on some application-specific knowledge. For example, in



monitoring the temperature of a field, nearby area should
have similar temperature and a sudden drop or increase of
the temperature may be treated as problems. If a node has
sent many packets to ��, but no other node claims to have
received any packet from ��, �� must have dropped some
packets. Also, techniques developed in [14] can be used to
help find out if �� is a faulty node. If the suspect is di-
agnosed as a faulty node, the diagnosis result is sent to the
related nodes.

Among these three components, our paper focuses on the
second one, and concentrates on designing efficient com-
munication protocols for the initiator to collect data from
co-detectors with low message complexity, delay, and en-
ergy consumption.

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we give out the lower bound of the mes-

sage complexity for the initiator to collect the data from all
co-detectors. This lower bound is calculated in an ideal sit-
uation where each node has the knowledge of the network
topology.

Intuitively, this collection procedure can have two steps.
First, the initiator propagates the request. Next, the co-
detectors sends their information back. Since the initiator
may not be able to reach all the co-detectors due to limi-
tation of the communication range, the collection process
may have multiple rounds. To save bandwidth and energy,
a communication structure should be constructed during the
propagation period such that during the second step, mes-
sages can go through this structure and necessary aggre-
gation can be made. A tree is our natural communication
structure to reach all the co-detectors and the initiator is the
root.

Theorem 1: If � ��� ��� is a minimum dominating tree
rooted at the initiator, the minimum message complexity
for the initiator to collect all the information from the co-
detectors is � � ��, where � denotes the number of co-
detectors plus one and �� denotes the size of the dominating
tree.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose it needs only
� � � � �� messages to collect the opinions from � co-
detectors. To collect opinions from � nodes, we need �
messages for these � nodes to send out their opinions. Also,
we need messages to notify these � nodes. Then, � � �
messages are required to notify these co-detectors, where
� � ��� � ��. This means that the senders of these � mes-
sages can reach all the � co-detectors. Then these � senders
can compose a dominating tree which is smaller than the
minimum dominating tree. A contradiction.

Theorem 1 gives us the lower bound of the message com-
plexity that can be achievable. It can only be achieved when

every node knows the overall topology. In reality, such
a topology is unknown, and then constructing a minimum
dominating set is known to be NP-hard [6].

4. THE TPC PROTOCOLS
In reality, nodes do not have the global knowledge of the

network topology. Different from the theoretical analysis
of communication through a dominating tree in a known
graph, we need to first find such a graph, or at least the sub-
graph generated by the ���	
��. In case that the initiator
does not know the identities of the co-detectors, by one-
step query, it can find the co-detectors among its neighbors.
Consequently, the new co-detectors continue querying their
neighbors to find out more co-detectors. This procedure re-
peats until all co-detectors are notified of the detection event
and they can send back their opinions to the initiator. Fol-
lowing this general procedure, we propose two protocols:
the basic protocol and the coverage-based protocol.

4.1. THE BASIC TPC (B-TPC) PROTOCOL
The propagation procedure of the B-TPC protocol is sim-

ilar to the flooding algorithm. At the first time when a node
receives a request from the initiator or other co-detector, it
re-broadcasts the request if it is the neighbor of the ���	
��,
and sets the sender of the request message as its parent node.
This propagating continues until the number of hops reaches
a threshold. Then a dominating tree is formed, and each
co-detector sends back their opinions through the tree. To
reduce the traffic, some aggregation work can be done. Af-
ter broadcasting the request, none-leaf nodes set a timer to
wait for the data from the sub-tree rooted by them. When
the timer expires, it aggregates the collected data, composes
them into one packet and sends to its parent.

4.2. THE COVERAGE-BASED TPC (C-TPC) PROTOCOL
In B-TPC, each node needs to re-broadcast the request,

which may not be necessary. If a node has more neighbors
as co-detectors than others, including this node in the dom-
inating tree can reduce the tree size. This is the main idea
on which the coverage-based TPC depends. Now, the ques-
tion is how a node knows the number of co-detectors within
its coverage without using the expensive flooding approach.
Our solution is to make use of the ���	
��. The idea is to
let the ���	
�� broadcast a �
��
�� message, which starts
the data collection. At the same time, the initiator uses the
promiscuous mode to monitor whether the suspect really
broadcasts the request. As for the suspect, it has to coop-
erate. If it does not, the initiator knows that the suspect is
a faulty node. If the ���	
�� is a malicious node, it may
behave normally after it knows that it becomes the suspect.
However, this is not a problem since the detection is based
on the previous behavior of the suspect, which has been



logged by the initiator or the neighbors. Based on these
logs, the initiator can find out if the suspect is malicious or
not.

As the suspect sends out the broadcast message, all the
co-detectors will be able to hear it and find out that they
should be involved in the failure detection. The C-TPC pro-
tocol works in three phases:

In the first phase (Co-detector discovery), the ���	
�� is
required to broadcast a message about the detection initia-
tion. After receiving the message, each co-detector broad-
casts a message to declare its identity and the data (related to
the suspect) to report. Nodes receiving the declaration mes-
sage knows their coverage, since receiving a message from
a co-detector means that the co-detector is within its own
coverage. To reduce collisions, each co-detector backoffs a
random amount of time before declaring its identity.

The second phase (Tree formation), starts when the ini-
tiator broadcasts a request message to ask for the coverage
of its neighbors. The receivers will reply sooner or later de-
pending on the additional coverage they can provide. The
larger the additional coverage, the quicker they reply. At
the same time, they monitor other nodes’ reply to find out
whether nodes with larger additional coverage already re-
ply. If so, they will cancel their reply messages to avoid
collisions. The initiator selects one with the largest addi-
tional coverage as its ����
���� to perform the same job as
itself. The procedure continues with more and more data
collected, until there is no one can provide additional cover-
age. All nodes who have been selected as successors com-
pose the dominating tree.

The third phase (Data collection) is described as follows.
If a newly nominated ����
���� can not further expand the
dominating tree, it sends the collected data to its parent
who will do the same job until the initiator receives such
a packet. In this procedure, every node promiscuously over-
hears the transmission of this final report. If a node has
additional coverage which is not included in this report, it
reports individually through the dominating tree. The initia-
tor broadcasts a final request to its neighbors to see whether
some information are neglected. The nodes that can provide
additional coverage becomes a node of the dominating tree.
All the nodes belong to the dominating tree are also called
backbone nodes. The formal description of the protocol is
shown below.
Notations:

� �, � , �: the estimate of the maximum additional coverage,
the maximum coverage, and possible neglected coverage in
the final report.

� ������: node ��’s coverage, which is the set of neighbors
of both �� and ��.

The algorithm at the initiator:

(A) Upon suspecting node ��:
Ask �� to broadcast a message to start the detection
process.

(B) Upon overhearing ��’s announcement:
Set � ���	 to be � slots and �
�
� to be
���������
.

(C) Upon receiving the final report:
�� � ��

�
�����	���	
;

Broadcast 	�����
������ ���;
Set � ���	 to be � slots and �
�
� to be
���
��	����
�.

(D) Upon receiving 	���	
�������� from ��:
if ������ is larger than that of previous successor can-
didate, set �� to be current successor candidate

(E) Upon timeout:
if �
�
� = ���
��	����
�, then terminate the proce-
dure;
if �
�
� = ���������
, then

Broadcast 	�����
��������;
Set �
�
� to be �����
��������	 and 
���	 � �;

if �
�
� = �����
��������	, then
if the candidate exists, send ��������	����� to it;
Terminate if no successor candidate when � slots

limit is reached.
The algorithm at the co-detectors

(A) Upon receiving the announcement from ��:
Broadcast its own identity and data after a random num-
ber of slots

(B) Upon receiving identity declaration from Node ��:
�� � ��

�
������.

�� � ��

�
��

(C) Upon receiving 	�����
��� ������� from ��:
Set 
���	 to be ������ � �� � ������ �� �� number
of slots
Set �
�
� to ���
���	


(D) Upon overhearing 	���	
�������� from ��:
If ������ is larger than my additional coverage, cancel
the � ���	

(E) Upon receiving ��������	��� from ��

�� � ��

�
������

Broadcast 	�����
���
Set �
�
� to be �����
��������	
Set 
���	 to be � slot, after timeout, and this 
���	
will continuously be set one slot until � slots limit is
reached.

(F) Upon receiving 	���	
�������� from ��:
Same action as the ���
��
�	

(G) Upon overhearing final report or the request with flag:
If I have additional coverage, send it to my parent.

(K) Upon timeout:
if �
�
� = ���
���	
 send 	���	
 to my parent
if �
�
� = �����
��������	
if Current Successor Candidate exists, send it
��������	�����.
if no successor candidate when � slots have been
waited, send final report to �� through the constructed
dominating tree.



There are several parameters in C-TPC whose value
needs to be considered. � is used only by ��. After over-
hearing the announcement from ��, �� needs to wait some
time to broadcast its request so that its neighbors have fin-
ished broadcasting their identity. � is the estimate of how
long this procedure will last. A large � may result in longer
latency and a small value may result in an incomplete cover-
age and an inaccurate selection of the successor. Suppose it
needs one slot to send out a message, and only one message
can be transmitted in one neighborhood. After � slots, the
initiator can assume that all its neighbors know their cov-
erage. Figure 1 (a) shows how to choose � . The inter-
section area of these two circles can be calculated as f(l) =
� � � �

���

�
�� � �� ��, where � � � � � � �. The average value

of the intersection area is
� �
�
������������ �� � �������.

The minimum of the intersection area is ��	���� when
� � �. In our simulation, �� chooses � to be 0.59*the
number of its neighbors.

l

r

(a) M (b) d
Figure 1. Choosing parameters for the C-TPC protocol

Parameter � is used to estimate the maximum additional
coverage of its children for the �������
 nodes. For ��,
� can be (1-0.39)*number of neighbors. For the rest of the
�������
 nodes, � can be half of that of their parent. Di-
viding � by two in each step is a conservative guess of the
additional coverage. The grid shadow part in Figure 1 (b)
shows the additional coverage of the second step propaga-
tion. Based on some simulation results [12], the average
value of this additional coverage is ���� � � � ��. We use
��
� ��	���� � �� as our estimate.

The minimum message complexity of C-TPC protocol is
�� � � �� � �, which can be achieved when each time the
node with the largest coverage replies first and all the other
nodes overhear it and stop its own transmission. One mes-
sage is used to instruct the ���	
��. One message is used
by initiator to broadcast the final request. �� 
 messages is
used the co-detectors to broadcast their identities. �� mes-
sages are used to broadcast request, �� � 
 messages are
used to compete to be the backbone nodes, �� � 
 mes-
sages are used to denominate the new �������
 nodes, and
another ��� 
 messages are used for the nodes in the domi-
nating tree to send the final report back to the ��. Certainly,
a smaller �� (the size of the dominating tree) has less mes-
sage complexity.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
5.1. SIMULATION MODEL

We use ns2 (version 2.1b8a) as our simulator. Our sim-
ulation takes place in a 500 by 500 meter flat space. We
use 802.11 as the MAC layer protocol. The physical layer
works as the 914MHz Lucent WaveLAN DSSS radio inter-
face. The propagation model is Two ray ground and the
transmission range is 250 meters.

The goal of the proposed protocols is to collecting infor-
mation from all co-detectors with low latency, low energy
consumption, and low message overhead. Correspondingly,
we evaluate our work from these aspects. The coverage of
our algorithm has been explained when presenting the pro-
tocols. Our simulation results also verify that all co-detector
have been covered. Thus, we do not show any figure about
this. As for the latency, we measure the delay from the
��������� starting the detection to the termination of the al-
gorithm. Normally, the cost of an application includes the
bandwidth occupied and the energy consumed. To evalu-
ate the bandwidth usage, we use message complexity as the
metric, which is the total message used during the detec-
tion procedure divided by the number of neighbors of the
���	
��.
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5.2. SIMULATION RESULTS
5.2.1. THE DELAY

Figure 2 shows the delay of three protocols. Apparently,
L-TPC has the shortest delay while B-TPC has the highest
one. To achieve full coverage, B-TPC chooses �����	 �
�, which is redundant in most of the cases. Thus, the delay
of B-TPC is much higher than the other two and this delay
does not change in this figure. From this figure, we can see
that letting the ���	
�� notify the co-detectors can reduce
the delay of failure detection. This explains why the C-TPC
approach has much lower delay than the B-TPC approach.

5.2.2. THE MESSAGE COMPLEXITY

Figure 3 shows the message complexity of both algo-
rithms. As shown in the analysis, the lowest message com-
plexity achievable by C-TPC is �������
 and the highest
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Figure 3. The message complexity
message complexity is �� � 	 � �� � 
. Its message com-
plexity depends both on the setting of the parameters and
the topology. When several nodes have the same additional
coverage, they all send reply to the �������
 nodes. When
� slots are not sufficient to finish the identity broadcasting,
the coverage information is not accurate, and consequently
�� can be larger. When � is not large enough, several nodes
may reply simultaneously. From Figure 3, we can see that
the message complexity of C-TPC is not very stable with
a higher node density. B-TPC always has the highest com-
plexity, which is �� � 
. We also need to note that with a
higher node density, the message complexity of C-TPC is
close to the lower bound of the ideal situation.
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5.2.3. THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Figure 4 shows the energy consumption of both algo-
rithms. This figure is easy to understand after observing
the previous two figures. When the message complexity
is high, more energy are consumed as long as the timer is
properly set to reduce the chances of collisions. From the
figure, we can see that the difference of energy consump-
tion among these two is not that significant compared to the
difference of the message complexity. The reason is that
both approaches use broadcasts, and the energy consump-
tion during idle time is similar to that during sending or re-
ceiving.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper defined a framework for distributed coopera-

tive failure detection in sensor networks. Within this frame-
work, we study protocols for nodes around a suspected node
to communicate with each other to reach an agreement. A
family of tree-based propagation-collection (TPC) proto-
cols have been proposed to address the problem. In the
B-TPC protocol, requests are flooded to the neighbors of
the suspect to construct a dominating tree that includes all
the neighbors of the suspect. Facilitated by the tree, detec-
tion information is collected and processed, and an agree-
ment can be reached. However, this protocol has high la-
tency, message complexity and energy consumption. To
address these drawbacks, a heuristic based approach was
proposed. The C-TPC protocol uses the coverage informa-
tion as a heuristic to select nodes that have large coverage
to construct a smaller dominating tree. Simulation results
show that the C-TPC protocol has lower delay, less mes-
sage complexity and energy consumption compared to the
B-TPC protocol.
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